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The whimsical, wafting flight of butterflies
may not give the impression of top
aerodynamic performance, but

research published on Wednesday suggests
their large flexible wings could be perfectly
designed to give them a burst of jet propul-
sion.  Scientists at Lund University in
Sweden set out to verify a decades-old theo-
ry that insects “clap” their wings together,
squeezing out the air between with such
force that it thrusts them forward. 

In their aerodynamic analysis of free-flying
butterflies published in the journal Interface,
they showed that the clap function does gen-
erate a jet of air propulsion. 

But they also found that the butterflies
perform this move “in a far more advanced
way than we ever realized”, said co-author
Per Henningsson, a professor in the depart-
ment of biology at Lund University.   

At the moment the wings beat together
they “were not just two flat surfaces slam-

ming together”, he told AFP. Instead, they
form a “pocket” shape believed to trap more
air.   When the researchers recreated this
using mechanical wings, they found that
those with butterfly-like flexibility that form
this pocket at the moment of impact were 22
percent more effective in the amount of force
created and 28 percent more efficient in the
amount of energy used compared with rigid
wings. The team suggested that their find-
ings could have uses for drones that use
clapping wing propulsion. 

Predator evasion 
Henningsson said the “dramatic improve-

ment” in performance came as a surprise.
“This is the type of finding that is the most
exciting for a scientist-the ones you didn’t
really expect,” he said.  Butterfly wings
“although conventionally considered aerody-
namically inefficient” might be particularly
good at forming this pocket shape, he

added, suggesting they may have evolved
enhance clap propulsion as a way to evade
predators that might spot them as they take
off.  “To minimize the risk of capture, butter-
flies typically take off very fast and suddenly
and many of them fly in an erratic and unpre-
dictable manner,” he said.  

“If indeed the clap is improved dramati-
cally by the cupped shape of the wings this
would allow a butterfly to take off faster and
avoid being captured better, and hence you
can imagine a strong selective pressure on
this feature.” The study suggested other

creatures-like fish or frogs-may also have
developed clapping propulsion using
cupped wings, fins or feet.  Henningsson
said while the theory of the wing clap has
been around since the 1970s, studies on
butterfly flight had often relied on tethered
butterflies or used simulations. But improve-
ments in technology to measure flow meant
the authors were able to observe the crea-
tures in natural flight. — AFP 

The carcass of a huge whale has been
recovered from the waters off southern
Italy, the coastguard said Wednesday,

calling it “probably one of the largest” ever
found in the Mediterranean.  The dead mam-
mal was spotted in the sea on Sunday near
the popular tourist destination of Sorrento by
coastguard divers who were first alerted to
the presence of a smaller whale, which has
since disappeared into the sea. The coast-

guard said it recovered the carcass
overnight Tuesday and then towed the whale
from Sorrento by sea to the port of Naples,
where it will be analyzed by marine biolo-
gists and other experts looking for a cause of
death.

Whale carcass washes up on Bali beach
The rotting carcass of a nearly 14-metre

(46-foot) whale washed up Wednesday on
Bali beach popular with tourists. The conser-

vation agency said it was investigating the
death of the giant creature, which was first
spotted in shallow waters near Batu Belig
beach, north of Seminyak. Curious onlookers
gathered around the carcass but the strong
smell of decay put many off, said one local.
Bali conservation official Prawono Meruanto
said the creature could be a Bryde’s whale,
and that its carcass was later buried at the
beach using an excavator.  In July, ten

smaller whales were found dead on a beach
in Indonesia’s East Nusa Tenggara province.
Locals managed to get one surviving mem-
ber of the pod back into the water alive.
Cross-currents off beaches pose a danger to
whales as they can get caught between
reefs close to shore. — AFP 

This handout picture shows a Silver-washed fritillary butterfly close to the Lund University field sta-
tion Stensoffa, outside Lund, in Southern Sweden. — AFP 

A photo shows the carcass of a huge dead whale (left) in the port of the Sorrento, south of Naples,
as it’s being towed away by the Italian Coast Guards towards the port of Naples, where the cause of
death will be studied. — AFP photos 

This handout photo shows workers on an excavator preparing to bury the carcass of a giant 13-
metre whale washed up on Batu Belig beach, on Indonesia’s holiday island of Bali.


